No
Novvember 2020 Fiction

All That Glitters : A No
Novvel by Danielle Steel

When her life of privilege is upended by a terrorist attack that ends her parents' lives, a college senior struggles to rebuild on her own
terms, learning uplifting and heartbreaking life lessons throughout a series of relationships and opportunities.

Deadly Cross by James Patterson

Investigating the assassination of the vice president's wife, Detective Alex Cross and FBI Special Agent Ned Mahoney travel to Alabama
to uncover clues from the victim's early life. By the best-selling author of Criss Cross.

Moonflower Murders by Anthony Horowitz

Helping run her boyfriend's small Greek island hotel, a homesick London editor is irresistibly drawn to the story of a murder on the
Suffolk coast and the wrongful incarceration of an innocent immigrants.

Fortune and Glory : T
Tantalizing
antalizing T
Twenty-Se
wenty-Sevven by Janet Evanovich

Stephanie Plum's struggle to choose between Joe Morelli and Ranger is upended by a search for her grandmother's inheritance that is
further complicated by two fortune-hunting enemies from the past.

Mar
Marauder
auder by Clive Cussler

Aboard the Oregon, one of the most advanced spy ships ever built, Juan Cabrillo and his team of expert operatives go up against nemeses
as they prepare for yet another dangerous mission.

The La
Law
w of Innocence : A No
Novvel by Michael Connelly

Defense attorney Mickey Haller utilizes his legal team's resources from behind bars to organize his own defense when he is framed for
murder by an unknown adversary. By the best-selling author of the Harry Bosch series.

Egg Shooters by Laura Childs

Interrupting an emergency room shooter at the local hospital, Cackleberry Club Café owner Suzanne teams up with Petra and Toni to
find the escaped killer before he tracks them down. By the best-selling author of the Tea Shop Mysteries.

Hot to T
Trot
rot by M. C. Beaton

Jealously investigating an ex's intended, Agatha Raisin crashes the wedding only to become implicated in the bride's murder, a situation
that immerses Agatha in the cutthroat equestrian world.

Hidden in Plain Sight by Jeffrey Archer

A sequel to Nothing Ventured finds a newly promoted Detective Sergeant William Warwick reassigned to a vice squad, where his efforts
to apprehend a notorious South London drug dealer pits him against enemies old and new.

No
Novvember 2020 New Fiction

The Awak
Awakening
ening by Nora Roberts

An anxious young woman mired in student debt and working a hated job uses hidden funds to visit Ireland, where she uncovers truths
about vivid dreams compelling her to embrace her destiny in a fantastical alternate world.

Ready Pla
Playyer T
Two
wo by Ernest Cline

A 1980s cultural assessment of the fantastical future of online behavior continues the story that began in the internationally best-selling
futuristic novel, Ready Player One, that inspired a blockbuster Steven Spielberg film. Movie tie-in

Piece of m
myy Heart by Mary Higgins Clark

A high-suspense follow-up to the best-selling You Don't Own Me finds the nuptials of television producer Laurie Moran and investigative
host Alex Buckley nightmarishly upended by the sudden disappearance of Alex's 7-year-old nephew.

Da
Daylight
ylight by David Baldacci

When her search for her sister clashes with one of John Puller's high-stakes investigations, FBI agent Atlee Pine confronts traumatizing
forces in the world of organized crime. By the best-selling author of A Minute to Midnight.

Robert B. P
Park
arker's
er's Someone to W
Watch
atch Ov
Over
er Me by Ace Atkins

"In the latest thriller featuring the legendary Boston PI, Spenser and his young protégé Mattie Sullivan take on billionaire money manager
running a network of underaged girls for his rich and powerful clients"

A Christmas Resolution : A No
Novvel by Anne Perry

A new girlfriend's credibility is brought into question when she raises suspicions about a close friend's fiancé, compelling a smitten
Detective John Hooper to uncover the truth. By the best-selling author of the Charlotte and Thomas Pitt series.

Dark Tides : A No
Novvel by Philippa Gregory

A sequel to Tidelands finds 17th-century London warehouse owner Alinor reuniting with a man from her past while reaching out to her
brother in war-torn New England for proof of her son's survival.

The Archer by Paulo Coelho

A young man seeks wisdom from a retired hunter who explains how the principles of bowhunting can help readers find the courage to
take risks and embrace life's unexpected turns. By the best-selling author of The Alchemist. Illustrations
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